
CHRISTMAS COTTAGE

GINGERBREAD KIT



1.) Carefully separate all of your gingerbread pieces by gently 

twisting them apart. Pulling apart could cause breakage of 

your pieces. Gently knead the frosting bag to warm and blend 

the royal frosting.

5.) Squeeze a HEAVY bead of 

frosting to one side edge and 

along the bottom edge of one 

of your side pieces. Place the 

back and side together and 

attach to your board. When 

positioning your house, make 

sure to leave room either in 

your front, side, or back yard 

for your Christmas Tree!

2.) Your Gingerbread has two sides: a stamped one and a 

rough one! You choose what you want the outside of your house 

to look like and keep it the same during your construction.

3.) Using a sharp pair of scissors, snip off the tip of the frosting 

bag to make an opening between 1/8” and 1/4” diameter. 

(Smaller openings will allow you to pipe designs during 

decorating, but larger openings are easier to squeeze the heavy 

beads of frosting needed for strong construction.)

4.) Squeeze a HEAVY bead of frosting to the bottom edge of 

your house back. Lay aside.



6.) Repeat for the 2nd side and attach to your board and the 

house back.

10.) Squeeze a heavy bead of frosting to the INSIDE long edge 

of one of the roof pieces. (Roof Piece #1)

11.) Attach the 2nd roof piece (Roof Piece #2) to Roof Piece #1 

along the bead of frosting and place both pieces on top of the 

house. Using one hand, gently pinch the two roof pieces and 

hold for about a minute to set the frosting. 

7.) Squeeze a heavy bead of frosting to the bottom edge of your 

house front, and along the inside long side edges.

8.) Position house front, aligning all edges and gently squeeze 

to set.

9.) Squeeze a heavy bead of frosting to all top edges of your 

house including sides and roof edges.



12.) Now it’s Time To Decorate! Use the remainder of the 

white frosting to attach your candy pieces to your house or 

pipe festive designs. Have Fun!


